CROSSROADS
DENIM– 5 New
Colors!
Amy Barickman, creator
of our premier line of
solid Denim, has done it
again-5 fashionable new
shades:
PISTACHIO
CACTUS FLOWER
WISTERIA
MUSHROOM
ICE BLUE
Also available are new
patterns for Crossroadsindygojunction.com
——————————

RUBBERIZED FLANNEL UP-DATE
This great utility fabric is
not dropped! We had a
delay in finding a new
manufacturer for this.
So, should be back in
stock by the end of June.
——————————

QUILT MARKET SHOW
MAY 16TH-18TH
This Spring, the Steel
City will host this great
Fabric Show. Sara and
Marc will be there,
showing our new lines!
See us at Booth # 148.
——————————

CAMO PRINTS A
BIG SUCCESS
Camouflage in Burlap
and Duck-ours on quality 60” Burlap and 9.3 oz
Duck in 3 colors-selling
fast! Coming soon–
Camo print on Economy
48” Burlap!
——————————
Contact info:
381 Park Av. South– Rm 718
New York NY 10016
Phone– 212-686-4242
inquiry@jamesthompson.com
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NEW PRINTS!
CHEVRON STYLE
ON SULTANA
BURLAP AND BULL
DENIM!

Introducing “First Class Canvas” !
We are proud to
debut our new line
of PRE-SHRUNK
Duck/Canvas! This
will have a maximum shrinkage of
3 to 4%, a tremendous advantage for
all end-users of
Canvas. Our First
Class Canvas will
be 58” wide, and
weighs 10 oz./sq.
yd.
Color line:
Natural
Black

White
Khaki
Red
Royal
Steel Gray
Navy
Put-ups will be
20 yds. double/
rolled and 50 yd.
rolls. As mentioned in a previous issue, we now
have a Compressive Shrinking
Range operating at
our Delaware Mill.
This gives us the

ability to preshrink any Cotton
fabrics, from lightweight Muslin to
14 oz Canvas. We
will also offer preshrinking on any
fabric, any color,
for a low minimum
of 500 yds.
So, for the many
end-uses of Canvas, especially in
apparel, furniture
coverings and
drapes, pre–
shrinking is a top
selling feature!

We are adding a 3”
Chevron design to 60”
Sultana in both Black
and Brown, 6 different
base shades.
Also doing Bull Denim
in Brown and Black on
Papyrus base shade!
Samples available now.

Hip Burlap Hats Hit of The Las Vegas Fabric Show!
Burlap “hipster” hats
on the Strip? Oh
yeah! We brought
hats designed by
Ellen Christine, a
well-known Designer in New York,
to the International
Textiles Show in
March. These hats
are made from Sultana Burlap. They
were a smash! We
gave them out to
our Thompson customers. By the end

of the 2nd day, we
were out of hats.
We had other Vendors who wanted to
buy one. Ellen
Christine you are on
to something here!
She also made an
elegant Spring hat
(also Burlap) that
Sara is modeling in
the photo here.
So, what does this
point out? The
power of Burlap to
use an almost any

end product-the texture, the un-even yarn
sizes and ruddy look are the height of the
“Shabby Chic” look. As you know, we stock
Sultana in 25 shades for any end use you may
have-call us for your sample card .

